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Tiger (comics) Revolver“Tiger” is a comic book character created by Joe Colsco and Mark Bright in
June 1987. The first issue of “Tiger”, written and drawn by Bright, was published by New Era
Comics. The name of the character is a reference to the Hong Kong action film Hero with a
Thousand Faces, which was released in 1974. Publisher For the first five issues, New Era Comics
published “Tiger” under the banner of “Square Division”, a “splinter” group of New Era. Tiger Team
In the late 1980s, after New Era was taken over by DC Comics, Colsco and Bright received
permission to revive “Tiger” in 1989. The new version of “Tiger” featured the writer and artist team
of Colsco and Bright, as well as the “Tiger Team” of artists Steven Weiss, Charles Hazelius III, Scott
McCloud, and James Turner. Tiger changed little in terms of his abilities and appearance, although
he now has a speaking balloon rather than a sound effect for speech. His costume and weaponry
have also remained constant. Tiger’s abilities now include superhuman strength and speed, and he
has a tolerance for chemical and electrical injuries (he can make the Firebird from the movie “Fire
and Ice” shoot him). He can also create/enhance force fields, and has enhanced senses, including
night vision and an enhanced sense of smell. He can project a force field equal in strength to that of
a Great White Shark. At the time of the story, he is the leader of a squad of superheroes. In later
issues, he gains a team of support characters. Tiger’s new team consists of the super-powered
human Team Leader Tiger, an alien “pre-cog” who can see into the future, an immortal robot called
the Komodo Dragon, a biologist named Tex, his bodyguard Becky and a robot called the Firebird. In
a 1993 story arc, a villain named the Devastator appears, a 20th century human who has undergone
the most extreme genetic surgery and enhancements imaginable, as a means to enhance his
strength and speed and compensate for a broken heart. After being betrayed by the Rulers, however,
Tiger leaves the team, returning to New Era Comics on several
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